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Abstract

Recent proposals in the semantics literature hold that the negative comparative less and negative adjec-
tives like short in English are morphosyntactically complex, unlike their positive counterparts more and
tall. For instance, the negative adjective short might decompose into little tall (Rullmann 1995, Heim
2006, Büring 2007; cf. Heim 2008). Positing a silent little as part of adjectives like short correctly
predicts that they are semantically opposite to tall; we seek evidence for this decomposition in language
understanding in English and Polish. Our visual verification tasks compare processing of positive and
negative comparatives with taller and shorter against that of less symbolically-rich mathematical state-
ments, A > B, B < A. We find that both language and math statements generally lead to monotonic
increases in processing load along with the number of negative symbols (as predicted for language by e.g.
Clark & Chase 1972). Our study is the first to examine the processing of the gradable predicates tall and
short cross-linguistically, as well as in contrast to extensionally-equivalent, and putatively non-linguistic
stimuli (cf. Deschamps et al 2015 with quantificational determiners).

1 Introduction

How does formal semantics relate to language understanding? And, how can linguistic processing bear on
questions about the atoms of compositional interpretation? Recent proposals in the literature on superlatives
(Hackl 2009, Szabolcsi 2012), negative comparatives (Rullmann 1995, Büring 2007; cp. Heim 2008), and
positive comparatives (Solt 2015, Wellwood 2012, 2015) have highlighted the compositional role of units
below the word level. With negative comparatives, much recent debate has centered on whether forms like
shorter decompose into little-tall plus -er. We look for evidence of such decomposition in processing,
by investigating the time it takes to judge sentences containing taller and shorter as true or false of simple
pictures.

The results of early cognitive psychology studies (Just and Carpenter 1971, Clark and Chase 1972,
Trabasso et al. 1971, Clark et al. 1973, inter alia) report longer processing times for ‘negative’ statements
vis-à-vis their positive analogues. These effects have been found both for sentences with overt sentential
negation (e.g. The dots are not red versus The dots are red), as well as sentences featuring ‘linguistic
negation’ (e.g. Few of the dots are red versus Many of the dots are red ; A minority of the dots are red versus
A majority of the dots are red ; cf. Klima 1964). Throughout this early literature, ‘negative’ features were
consistently found to impact the time it took to process a sentence.

If ‘negative’ features are specifically linguistic, then it is possible that such an asymmetry might not be
observed with the processing of mathematical statements like A > B and A < B. Deschamps et al. (2015)
tested a similar hypothesis in their study of more/less than half and many/few, contrasting processing of
those expressions with that of extensionally-equivalent, quasi-algebraic inequalities. If the polarity effect
observed in the early literature was due specifically to natural language, then it should not be observed with
the mathematical statements; indeed, Deschamps et al. (2015) found that negative sentences in English took
longer to process than positive, but no such asymmetry was observed for the analogous math statements.

This paper contributes to early results in comprehending negation, but links the processing of negative
sentences directly to how the meanings of these sentences are characterized in contemporary formal semantics.
Like Deschamps et al. (2015), we examine the effects of polarity on processing linguistic and non-linguistic
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statements; unlike those authors, we examine the possibility of an additional effect of ‘congruence’—whether
a statement is true or false of a picture (Just and Carpenter 1971, Trabasso et al. 1971). Congruence played
an important role in the construction of early cognitive models of sentence-picture verification with negative
statements, and so can support a finer-grained picture of the underlying cognitive processes involved in these
tasks.

Our investigation is broadly compatible with research conducted under the banner of the Interface Trans-
parency Thesis, offered to precisify the relationship between research in formal semantics and psychology
(Lidz et al. 2011). The idea is that cognition, by default, carries out procedures that align with the operations
specified in the semantic representation of a sentence. If a thesis like this is correct, investigations of pro-
cessing will be a useful tool for understanding the nature of speakers’ semantic representations, in addition
to precisifying an understanding of formal semantics within the broader project of cognitive science.

In what follows, we first discuss the recent proposals for decomposition in negative adjectival comparatives
in order to motivate our processing studies (Section 2.1). Next, we recall both early and recent results
investigating the processing of ‘implicit’ negation in cognitive psychology and in linguistics (Section 2.2).
Then, we present the results of a sentence-to-picture verification task in English (Section 3) and in Polish
(Section 4). To preview, our results provide substantial evidence for the decompositional analysis of forms
like shorter in both languages. Section 5 concludes.

2 Background & motivation

Sentences have parts, and the meaning of a sentence depends on the meanings of its parts. Although this is
generally accepted in linguistics, there remains debate as to what counts as the primitive or smallest units
that feed compositional interpretation, as well as what kinds of evidence bear on the question. Traditionally,
the primitives for an interpretive semantics are understood to be ‘words’, including both the semantically
simple do and the semantically complex redo (i.e., do again; Chomsky 1965, di Sciullo and Williams 1987).
A non-traditional view holds that the primitives are the smallest meaningful pieces (e.g. Halle and Marantz
1993, Embick and Noyer 2007, Borer 2005, inter alia).1

Positive gradable adjectives like tall are morphemes—they are not amenable to further morphological
analysis. However, Büring’s (2007) theory decomposes negative gradable adjectives like short into parts
that are explicitly manipulable in the syntax. Evidence for this decomposition is even seen explicitly on the
surface in some languages; in Hixkaryana, the antonym of an adjective like long is formed by two pieces, i.e.
kawo-hra, which Bobaljik (2012) glosses as ‘long-not’. Our research brings to bear a new kind of evidence
for these foundational questions through an examination of gradable adjectives like tall and short in English
and Polish, seeking a different kind of evidence for decomposition in sentence processing.

2.1 Morphosyntax and semantics of shorter

In the contemporary degree semantics tradition, tall is analyzed as involving a relation between individuals
and their heights, and a sentence like (1a) is interpreted as a comparison between those heights. ‘Heights’ are
formalized as degrees or sets of degrees, and gradable adjectives like tall as relations between individuals and
those degrees or sets (Cresswell 1976, Heim 1985, 2001, Kennedy 1999, among many others). The question
for this section is: how does the analysis of comparatives with tall extend to those with short, as in (1b)?

(1) a. Al is taller than Bill is.

b. Bill is shorter than Al is.

A simple observation about (1a) and (1b) is that they stand in a mutual entailment relationship: com-
petent speakers of English intuitively infer that if (1a) is true, (1b) is guaranteed to be true, and vice versa.

1There is much subtlety involved here. It could be that semantic interpretation refers both to complex syntactic and
morphological structure separately. However, the distinction drawn in the text is relevant to whether the semantic theory only
accesses the same objects (and the same internal parts of those objects) as the syntactic theory.
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Is this entailment relation due to their shared forms, or something else? On the traditional view, speakers’
intuitive awareness of this relationship is not a matter of logic, per se: if both tall and short are atomic,
then their dual nature isn’t syntactically ‘visible’. Kennedy captures the mutual entailment relation by way
of something like a meaning postulate: where S is a scale, posS is a positive adjective associated with S and
negS is its antonym, posS(x) > posS(y)⇔ negS(y) > negS(x); Kennedy 2001, p56).

Büring’s (2007) decompositional approach, in contrast, supports an analytic relationship between (1a)
and (1b). His analysis begins by considering Kennedy’s (2001) explanation of the oddity of (2), which
is argued to follow from the hypothesis that tall and short relate individuals to incommensurable sorts of
degrees, ‘positive’ and ‘negative’. More formally, short maps the entity referred to by the ladder to a set of
degrees like that in (13), and tall maps the building to a set of degrees like that in (4). What Heim (2008)
calls Kennedy’s constraint is that -er cannot compare positive and negative degrees.

(2) ? The ladder is shorter than the building is tall. ?height

(3)

{d | the ladder is d-short } = [4m,∞)

0 ∞

4m

(4)

{d | the building is d-tall } = (0, 10m]

0 ∞

10m

Büring points out that, as given, Kennedy’s explanation for (2) incorrectly predicts that (5) should be odd
as well, contrary to fact. Since, as Kennedy suggests, a negative adjective like short introduces a negative
set of degrees, and a positive adjective like wide introduces a positive set of degrees, (5) should also be
intuitively anomalous.

(5) The ladder is shorter than the building is wide. length

Büring suggests that decomposition is critical to understanding this pattern. By decomposing short into
the pieces tall and little (where little tall is semantically equivalent to Kennedy’s short), he is able
to argue that the component little is also shared with the decomposed form of less (i.e. little-er; Heim
2006). This raises the potential for (1b) to be analyzed as ambiguous between two structures, one containing
the bundling [little-er] tall and the other -er [little tall]. (5) would be interpretable on the first
analysis as a less-than relation between the positive degrees introduced by tall and wide. It would not be
interpretable on the other bundling, since that would express a greater-than relation between the negative
degrees introduced by little tall and the positive degrees introduced by wide, barred by Kennedy’s
constraint.

This analysis can account for the contrast between (2) and (5) with this analysis as follows. In principle,
there could be two bracketings for (2), but either would be problematic. On the bundling -er [little tall],
(2) would express a greater-than comparison between positive tall and negative little tall, barred by
Kennedy’s constraint. If it were bundled as [little-er] tall, (2) would express a less-than comparison
between two instances of positive tall. This last structure is, presumably, barred by an independent rule
or preference that the second of a pair of identical adjectives delete in the than-clause of a comparative
(Bresnan 1973).

In addition to accounting for ‘cross-polar anomalies’ like (2) and ‘cross-polar nomalies’ like (5), Büring’s
account extends to cases of ambiguity with less high and lower that are not evidenced by comparatives
with their antonym higher, (6a)-(6c) (Seuren 1973, Rullmann 1995). (6a) describes a helicopter flying some
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degree higher than the maximal height a plane can safely fly, while both of (6b) and lower (6c) can describe
a helicopter flying some degree lower than the maximal height a plane can safely fly, or some degree lower
than the minimal height a plane can safely fly. This pattern is predicted if little is able to Quantifier Raise
(Lakoff 1970, May 1977, Heim and Kratzer 1998, inter alia) in the than-clause higher or lower than can.
(See also Rullmann 1995 for relevant data involving NPI licensing.)

(6) a. The helicopter was flying higher than a plane can fly. not ambiguous

b. The helicopter was flying less high than a plane can fly. ambiguous

c. The helicopter was flying lower than a plane can fly. ambiguous

Though promising, such an account faces challenges, though. As Heim (2008) points out, an account like
Büring’s would seem to predict that adjectives with less should always be substitutable with their negative
antonym and -er without a change in meaning. Yet, so far this prediction is not true in the general case.
Heim shows that, while (7a) can be judged true if Polly’s speed may, but needn’t, exceed Larry’s (perhaps
because she has more time to get to her destination), (7b) cannot be read this way: (7b) only has the reading
where whatever speed Polly drives, it has to be less than Larry’s.

(7) a. Polly needs to drive less fast than Larry needs to drive. ambiguous

b. Polly needs to drive more slowly than Larry needs to drive. not ambiguous

Nonetheless, rolling-back the decompositional analysis for short entirely would, as Heim notes, have
trouble explaining contrasts like that between (2) and (5). In light of this and other data, Heim posits that
there are in fact two distinct littles, a scopally-mobile one for the decomposition of less, and a scopally-
immobile one for the decomposition of short. One question that potentially arises for this part of her proposal
is why the sentences in (8) ‘feel different’; if (8a) has an instance of a covert little, and (8b) results from
little morphologically exerting itself on the adjective, why does (8b) seem more difficult to understand
than (8a)?2

(8) a. The ladder is shorter than the doorway is wide.

b. ? The ladder is shorter than the doorway is narrow.

Distinguishing the finer details of these proposals is not our focus. Rather, we assume that the linguistic
evidence amassing in favor of a decompositional analysis of short is strong, at least strong enough to warrant
further investigation. Our interest is in the fact that decompositional proposals can be seen to make explicit
predictions about sentence comprehension.

2.2 Relating language and vision

The major goal of this paper is to draw an explicit link between the kinds of semantic representations just
discussed, and research in early and modern psychology concerning how semantic representations might make
contact with extralinguistic cognition. Of primary interest is early research on the processing of different
types of ‘linguistic negation’, as well as recent results targeting similar questions.

Beginning with the cognitive psychology literature, the late 60s and early 70s were aglow with proposals
for what sorts of processing mechanisms would need to be deployed when people considered the truth or falsity
of a sentence against a picture. While this literature is broad, we can draw some important conclusions from
it. The first is that positive statements are more readily processed than negative (polarity effects), and that
it is easier to verify a statement when it is true of its accompanying scene than when it is false (‘congruence’
effects).

A core assumption from this early work is that “perceptual events are interpreted” (Clark and Chase
1972), specifically into a sort of propositional format. One motivation for this idea is the simplicity that

2Possibly more importantly, Beck 2013 has found some slipperiness in the judgments of speakers for the relevant scope data.
Thus, so far it seems that the evaluation of decompositional analyses from the perspective of semantic theory should not yet
hang on the data in (7).
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it affords to understanding how, ultimately, a sentence meaning and a representation of a picture can be
compared. If sentence meanings and perceptual events are encoded in a common representational format,
the comparison can simply be one of identity—not merely truth-conditional identity, though this ultimately
plays a role—specifically, identity of representation. We will be more explicit about this shortly.

Separately from the representational assumptions, models of sentence-picture matching were designed to
account for the response latencies of judgments in extremely simple tasks (the most explicit overview of the
methodology and models is given by Clark and Chase 1972, who cite Clark 1970, Trabasso et al. 1971 as
important precursors, as well as an extensive list of even earlier results that informed their view). Typically,
this type of task would involve a participant reading a sentence, considering a picture, and indicating whether
they understand the sentence to be true or false of the picture.

Two importantly different types of tasks were found to make different demands on the participant, and
the models were designed to make the right predictions accordingly. The first was the Sentence-to-Picture
verification task, and the second the Picture-to-Sentence verification task, differing methodologically only in
whether the picture or the sentence was presented first. We focus on the first type of task, since it will be
most relevant for our own experiments (though see Section 3.4).

On the “Sentence-First Model” (Clark and Chase 1972), the process of comparing a sentence with a
picture proceeds in four stages, summarized in (9). Stage 1 involves linguistic decoding/encoding, and Stage
2 involves nonlinguistic perceptual/conceptual processing that eventuates in a representation given in the
same general format as the sentence. This ‘general format’ is thought to be imporant for comparison to
proceed at Stage 3, which might also involve transformations of a given representation before the final check
for identity.

(9) “Sentence-First” processing stages (Clark and Chase 1972)

i. Stage 1: form a mental representation of the sentence

ii. Stage 2: form a mental representation of the picture

iii. Stage 3: compare the two representations

iv. Stage 4: produce a response

Stage 3 is thus crucial. In this model, the goal of this stage is to check whether two representations
‘mean’ the same thing, where ‘meaning the same’ is cashed out in terms of representational identity (Clark
1969a calls this the ‘principle of congruence’). However, it would be overly simplistic to assume that this
amounts merely to truth-conditional equivalence, or mere representational equivalence based on the initial
representation of the sentence or picture.

Checking for mere truth-conditional equivalence at Stage 3 would predict that evaluating sentences like
A is above B and B is below A should take the same amount of time in the same contexts, but studies
have repeatedly shown that there is a cost to sentences with below compared to above. On the other hand,
merely checking whether the two representations match would be overly restrictive: encoding a sentence as
expressing below(A,B) and a scene as above(B,A) would render a judgment of ‘falsity’, and so participants
should reject the match; but, of course, they do not.

Thus, according to Clark & Chase (1972, p478), “Stage 3 must be endowed with a series of comparison
operations, each checking for the identity of the subparts of the two representations, and each adding to
the computation of true and false”. There are many different ways, in the modern era of computational
analogies in semantics research, to conceptualize such ‘comparison operations’ (e.g., reduction to a canonical
form? comparison of evaluation consequences? etc); we remain at a fairly informal level here.

Lastly, at Stage 4, participants physically record their judgment of whether the sentence indeed matches
the picture, typically using a button press.

So what parameters affect the latency of a participant’s judgment, and how? Clark and Chase (1972)
posit a number of parameters that seem to be involved, each of which is additively related (citing Sternberg
1969) to the response time. The parameters that will be relevant to the present study are summarized in
(10). A cost of +a should be observed for evaluating sentences with the ‘marked’ or ‘negative’ member of
a pair of linguistic opposites; a cost of +b should be observed for the operations required to determine that
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the linguistic and visual encodings mismatch; and an overall cost of t0 for the time to plan and execute the
response.

(10) Parameters affecting response latency

i. a - cost of ‘linguistic negation’; Below time

ii. b - cost of comparison operations; Falsification time

iii. t0 - ‘wastebasket parameter’; Base time

Clark and Chase (1972) found evidence for both the role of what they call Below time and Falsification
time in their first experiment. The impact of Below time, in particular, provides evidence for a semantic
parameter differentiating expressions like above and below. The impact of Falsification time provides evidence
for the comparison operations to work out that two representations do not match. That these effects were
additive was confirmed by the lack of a significant interaction between the two (Clark & Chase 1972, p487).

Somewhat differently from these early studies, methodologically, are the recent papers in the Interface
Transparency suite (Pietroski et al. 2009, Lidz et al. 2011). These studies all made use of the Sentence-to-
Picture verification task, but limit the viewing time for the picture to 150ms or 200ms, whereas the classic
studies tended to give participants essentially as much time with the picture as was necessary to make the
judgment. With a more restricted viewing time, there is too little time to execute visual saccades, and so
there is only so much time to ‘pick up’ a representation of the scene; response latency under these condtions
can be interpreted as operations over the initial representation in memory.

More recently, Deschamps et al. (2015) tested similar hypotheses but in with different linguistic stimuli,
and a different experimental set-up. They investigated polarity contrasts with more/less and many/few
versus quasi-mathematical expressions. We also test the processing of math expressions against expressions
in natural language (English and Polish), interested in whether a ‘simpler’ expression (at least in terms of
‘marks on the page’) leads to different effects. Our task differs in that we will have a blocked design, a
shorter viewing time for the picture (theirs was 2500-2800ms), and tests for congruence effects.3

3 Experiment 1: English sentence-picture matching

We test the predictions of decompositional analyses of shorter, which posit that the semantic representation
of sentences containing this form are strictly more complex than (and in fact contain) the representation of
equivalent sentences with taller. In light of the early and recent results indicating that the marked member
of a positive-negative pair induces additional processing cost, we designed a sentence-to-picture verification
task to test those predictions. We contrast this processing with that of prima facie ‘simpler’ mathematical
statements like A > B and A < B.

3.1 Design & participants

We designed a sentence-to-picture verification task in a two-2x2 design according to linguistic and non-
linguistic statements. In our task, participants were presented with a statement, followed by a picture, and
asked to judge whether the statement “accurately described” the picture. Each of our two-2x2 sub-designs
corresponded to the ‘language’ that the statement was presented in, either English or Math.

For each of the English and Math sub-designs, we manipulated polarity (positive, negative) and con-
gruence (congruent, incongruent). As can be seen in Table 1, we considered the expressions that corre-
sponded to a greater-than comparison as ‘positive’, and those which corresponded to a less-than comparison
as ‘negative’. Thus, the factor polarity varied whether the statement was positive (taller than, >) or nega-
tive (shorter than, <), for a total of 8 statements. The factor congruence varied whether the statement was
true of the paired picture or not, corresponding to the congruent and incongruent conditions, respectively.

3A further difference is that Deschamps et al 2015 presented their linguistic statements auditorily.
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English Math

Positive A is taller than B, B is taller than A A > B, B > A
Negative A is shorter than B, B is shorter than A A < B, B < A

Table 1: English and Math statements used in Experiment 1.

Stimuli. We created 20 pictures featuring two lines marked A and B. The shorter line always appeared in
one of two sizes (24 or 42 pixels, with a 160 pixel distance in between), and the longer line differed from
the shorter by one of five different length ratios (.5, .75, .833, .875). Figure 1 shows a subset of these visual
stimuli: a ratio difference of .5 for an “A wins” picture (a) and a “B wins” picture (b); and a ratio difference
of .75 for an “A wins” picture (c) and a “B wins” picture (d). In half of the pictures, the longer line was
labeled ‘A’ and the shorter line was labeled ‘B’; in the other half of the pictures, the shorter line was labeled
‘A’ and the longer line was labeled ‘B’. Each of these pictures was paired with each of the 8 statements in
Table 1. Every possible sentence-picture pair delivered a total of 160 trials.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

Figure 1: Sample pictures from Experiment 1.

Procedure. The experiment was designed using jsPsych, a JavaScript library for creating behavioral ex-
periments in a web browser (de Leeuw 2015). After consenting to participate, participants were presented
with instructions for the experiment (see below). Following this, participants completed a total of 160 trials,
each of which was structured as follows. At the start of the trial, a statement was presented in the center of
the screen, along with an indication that the statement would remain visible until the participant pressed
the spacebar. After pressing the spacebar, a center-oriented fixation cross appeared for 200ms, followed by
a display of the picture for 200ms. Immediately following this, a center-oriented ‘?’ appeared, along with an
indication to press ‘f’ if the statement matched the picture, or ‘j’ otherwise. Participants had a maximum
of 5 seconds to record their judgment. Trials were organized into 4 blocks, each defined by one combination
of linguistic/non-linguistic statements and polarity. This blocked design differed from that of Deschamps
et al. (2015), who mixed the presentation of the linguistic and non-linguistic conditions. In our study, we
hoped to minimize any effects of ‘switching’ costs. The order of presentation of the blocks and of the trials
within blocks was completely randomized.

Instructions to participants. The exact instructions given to participants were as below. As we were
primarily interested in the timing of the response to our stimuli, we explicitly indicated that participants
should attempt to make their judgment as quickly as possible.

Welcome to the experiment!

There are 160 trials in this experiment. Each trial will consist of a statement, an image, and your
response. The statement may be in a natural or mathematical language. You will have as much
time as you wish to view the statement, and then press spacebar to see the image. The image
will be shown for only 1/5 of a second. Immediately afterwards, your task is to judge whether
the statement accurately describes the image.
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If the statement accurately describes the image, press the letter f on the keyboard.

If the statement does not accurately describe the image, press the letter j on the keyboard.

Please make this judgment as quickly as possible. The experiment will automatically advance to
the next trial after 5 seconds of no response. The whole experiment should take no longer than
15 minutes to complete.

Ready? Press spacebar to begin the experiment.

Participants. We recruited 15 participants through a Human Intelligence Task (HIT) posted on Amazon’s
Mechanical Turk. We restricted eligibility to native speakers of English living in the United States who had
completed at least 1000 HITs on Mechanical Turk with a HIT approval rate of at least 99%. Participants
were compensated $2.50 for participating, and took an average of 13.5 minutes to complete the HIT. No
Mechanical Turk master workers were recruited for this study.

3.2 Predictions

We assume the decompositional analysis of English negative comparatives in line with Büring (2007), the
‘simple’ hypothesis about math statements, and combine these assumptions with the predictions of the
Sentence-First model of Clark and Chase (1972). In what follows, we discuss the predictions for English and
math statements separately, and in turn.

Linguistic stimuli (English). On the decompositional analysis, the semantic representation of a positive
comparative is contained within the representation of a negative comparative. Abstracting away from many
details, a proposal like Büring’s can be summarized as in (11). The major operand of the semantic represen-
tation is er, which specifies a greater-than relation between two quantities. These quantities are provided by
tall(A) and tall(B) in (11a), and by an operation over such quantities (e.g. complementation) provided
by little, (11b).

(11) a. JA is taller than B.K = er(tall(A),tall(B))

b. JA is shorter than B.K = er(little(tall(A)), little(tall(B)))

In light of the early cognitive psychology literature, we expected that the added presence of little should
correspond to an increase in processing load: processing (11b) requires to processing something like (11a)
in addition to the contributions of the two instances of little. Such additional processing steps should
correspond to an increase in RTs. Furthermore, we expect an additional cost of evaluating the the semantic
representation in situations where it is false of the scene—when the two are incongruent.

On the simplest version of the Sentence-First model, these two effects—of polarity and congruence—are
expected to be additive to RT: both negativity in the sentence and falsity of the sentence given scene induce
independent processing costs. Thus we predicted the fastest RTs in the positive congruent condition, and
the slowest in the negative incongruent condition. The expected results can be depicted as in Figure 2.4

What about the predictions for accuracy? Clark and Chase (1972) report overall error rates of 9.7% in
their task using above and below, but that these were unequally distributed between the ‘positive’ conditions
with above, and the ‘negative’ conditions with below. They report that, in general, higher error rates were
observed in conditions where ‘more mental operations’ needed to be carried out. We thus expected overall
error rates to be similar in our task: broadly, higher RTs should pattern with higher error rates in Experiment
1.

4Indeed, this is the pattern found by Clark and Chase 1972, when participants evaluated the sentences A is above B and A
is below B in a Sentence-Picture verification task. However, Trabasso et al. 1971 reported an interaction between polarity and
congruence, in which RTs were greater for negatives in incongruent situations, yet greater for positives in congruent situations.
These results, however, were found in a Picture-Sentence verification task where the contrast in negativity was sentential
negation, e.g.: The patch is/isn’t orange.
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Figure 2: Predicted main effects of polarity and congruence for natural language, given the decompositional
analysis of forms like shorter and the Sentence-First model of Clark and Chase (1972).

Non-linguistic stimuli (Math). Our expectations for Math statements are somewhat less clear. On
the one hand, Deschamps et al. (2015) report no effect of polarity on processing quasi-algebraic inequali-
ties, in contrast to English sentences with many/few and more/less. Such an expectation aligns with the
‘simple’ hypothesis that statements like A > B and A < B are essentially non-linguistic, and representa-
tionally transparent (i.e. non-decompositional), and so are likely to be processed differently than linguistic
statements.

However, we might expect an effect of congruence here—whether the statement indeed matches the scene.
Clark and Chase’s (1972) characterization of congruence effects was that they were essentially an independent
consequence of comparing two mismatching representations. In light of this, we do not expect such effects
to apply only to linguistic statements; this amounts to the expectation that incongruent situations will lead
to increased RTs for processing math statements as well as English sentences.

Congruence effects were not discussed by Deschamps et al. (2015).

3.3 Analyses & exclusions

We report the results of linear or logistic mixed effects model comparisons with maximal random effects
structures (i.e. including random intercepts and slopes by subject and item; best generalization for LMEMs,
Barr et al. 2013). In some cases, the most maximal model structure failed to converge. Since the random
effects structure might differ between models, we report the code used for each in accompanying footnotes.
For all analyses, we used an orthogonal contrast coding scheme that assigned values of -.5 and .5 to each level
of polarity and congruence, respectively. The significance levels (p-values) that we report are derived
from comparison of the maximal model in each case, against the same model minus the relevant parameter.

The models were conducted over data excluding RTs less than 200 ms, which we assumed (following
Luce 1986) to reflect unintentional button presses; thus, any responses within that time window are not
interpretable either for RT or accuracy. Of the 2400 data points we collected, 246 were associated with RTs
of less than 200ms and were thus excluded. We further excluded missed responses (i.e., cases in which a
participant failed to respond within the 5s time window), which applied to 7 data points. Hence, in total we
removed 253 data points, which comprised approximately 10.5% of the data.

Analyses for RT measures were conducted on the log-transformed RT data to respect the normality
assumptions of the linear mixed effects models (Gelman and Hill 2007), and are plotted and reported using
the log-transformed RT measure. We also report the results in milliseconds (ms) in the prose for the reader’s
convenience. Analyses for response accuracy were summarized by participant by condition and are reported
as mean percent correct.

All analyses were conducted using R’s lme4 package (Bates et al. 2014).
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3.4 Results: RTs

We conducted two separate linear mixed effects model comparisons on the log-transformed RT data. The
results for both English and Math are presented in Figure 3.

3.4.1 Linguistic conditions (English)

Analyses5 revealed a main effect of polarity (means: negative 6.40, positive 6.31, β = −.11, SE = .04,
χ2 = 7.46, p < .01) in the predicted direction: RTs in the negative conditions were longer than in the positive
conditions (means, in ms: negative 754.69ms, positive 701.54ms).

We found no main effect of congruence (means: congruent 6.32, incongruent 6.39, β = −.07, SE = .05,
χ2 = 1.70, p > .1), contra our predictions: a statement’s truth or falsity with respect to its accompanying
picture made little difference to RT (means, in ms: congruent 709.20ms, incongruent 747.98ms).

There was no interaction between polarity and congruence (β = −.17, SE = .11, χ2 = 2.27,
p > .1). RTs in the positive congruent condition were shorter than in the negative congruent condition
(means: negative 6.41, positive 6.23; means, in ms: negative 754.93ms, positive 661.34ms), while there was
little difference between the negative incongruent condition and the positive incongruent condition (means:
negative 6.39, positive 6.39; means, in ms: negative 754.45ms, positive 741.29ms).
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Figure 3: Mean log RTs and SEs by polarity and congruence for the linguistic (English) and non-
linguistic (Math) sub-experiments of Experiment 1.

5The maximal model for the English RT data: lmer(logRT ∼ PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode + (1 +
PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode|subject) + (1 + PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode|item), data = data,REML =
FALSE, lmerControl(optimizer = “bobyqa′′))
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3.4.2 Non-linguistic conditions (Math)

Analyses6 revealed a robust main effect of polarity (means: negative 6.44, positive 6.33, β = −.10,
SE = .03, χ2 = 7.41, p < .01), in which reaction times in the negative conditions were substantially longer
than for the positive conditions (means, in ms: negative 772.13ms, positive 696.89ms). These results are in
contrast to Deschamps et al. (2015), who report no asymmetry in the evaluation of positive and negative
math statements.

We also found a main effect of congruence (means: congruent 6.34, incongruent 6.43, β = −.09,
SE = .04, χ2 = 4.02, p = .05): the incongruent conditions took longer to evaluate than the congruent
conditions (means, in ms: congruent 700.69ms, incongruent 765.00ms).

There was no interaction between these two factors (β < .01, SE = .07, χ2 < .01, p > .1). RTs in
the positive congruent condition were longer than in the negative congruent condition (means: negative
6.39, positive 6.29; means, in ms: negative 741.42ms, positive 658.88ms). Similarly, RTs in the positive
incongruent condition were faster than in the negative incongruent condition (means: negative 6.48, positive
6.37; means, in ms: negative 802.85ms, positive 728.62ms).

3.5 Results: accuracy

To assess response accuracy (a binary variable), we conducted model comparisons over mixed effects logis-
tic regressions. The results are presented graphically in Figure 4, with accuracy plotted in terms of the
percentage of correct responses summarized by participant in each condition.

3.5.1 Linguistic conditions (English)

Analyses7 revealed no effect of polarity on mean response accuracy (means: negative 93.8%, positive
93.6%, β = −.28, SE = .48, χ2 = .36, p > .1): there was little difference in the the overall accuracy in the
negative versus positive conditions.

Additionally, we found no effect of congruence on mean response accuracy (means: congruent 93.9%,
incongruent 93.5%, β = .17, SE = .45, χ2 = .14, p > .1): a statement’s veracity with respect to its
accompanying picture made little difference to overall accuracy.

No interaction was found between polarity and congruence (β = −.23, SE = .88, χ2 = .07, p > .1);
there was no difference in mean response accuracy in the negative versus positive congruent conditions
(means: negative 94.3%, positive 93.6%). Such was also the case in the negative and positive incongruent
conditions (means: negative 93.4%, positive 93.7%).

3.5.2 Non-linguistic conditions (Math)

Analyses8 revealed no main effect of polarity (means: negative 90.5%, positive 95.1%, β = .65, SE = .46,
χ2 = 1.94, p > .1): there was little difference in mean response accuracy in the positive and negative
conditions.

We also found no main effect of congruence on mean response accuracy (means: congruent 92.0%,
incongruent 93.6%, β = −.35, SE = .43, χ2 = .64, p > .1): whether the sentence was true of the picture
made little difference to average response accuracy.

No interaction was found between polarity and congruence (β = .76, SE = .77, χ2 = .94, p > .1);
accuracy was lower in the negative congruent condition than in the positive congruent condition (means:

6The maximal model for the math RT data: lmer(logRT ∼ PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode + (1 +
PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode||subject) + (1 + PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode||item), data = data,REML =
FALSE, lmerControl(optimizer = “bobyqa′′))

7The maximal model for the English accuracy data: glmer(ResponseAccuracy ∼ PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode +
(1 + PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode|subject) + (1 + PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode|item), data = data, family =
binomial, glmerControl(optimizer = “bobyqa′′))

8The maximal model for the math accuracy data: glmer(ResponseAccuracy ∼ PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode +
(1 + PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode|subject) + (1 + PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode|item), data = data, family =
binomial, glmerControl(optimizer = “bobyqa′′))
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Figure 4: Mean subject accuracy and SE by polarity and congruence for the linguistic (English) and
non-linguistic (Math) sub-experiments of Experiment 1.

negative 88.7%, positive 95.3%); such was also the case for the negative and positive incongruent conditions
(means: negative 92.4%, positive 94.9%).

3.6 Discussion

In Experiment 1, we found that negative English statements took longer to process than positive English
statements. We found no RT effects of congruence in the English sub-experiment, and no interactions here
between polarity and congruence. There was also no effect on response accuracy either by polarity,
congruence, or any interaction between these factors. The polarity effect suggests that a decompositional
analysis of shorter is tenable from the perspective of processing. In line with earlier results for above and
below, we found that sentences with shorter took longer to process than sentences with taller overall.

However, we did not find an effect of congruence in the English sub-experiment, unlike what has been
reported for other positive/negative pairs in previous Sentence-to-Picture matching tasks. Moreover, with
respect to response accuracy, it is unclear why the error rates did not pattern with response latencies as they
did in work on above and below (Clark and Chase 1972).

In the Math sub-experiment, we found main effects of both polarity and congruence, and no inter-
action between these factors. Mean response accuracy was lowest in the negative conditions, and highest in
the positive conditions. Overall, the results of the Math sub-experiment provided a much better match to
the predictions of the Sentence-First model proposed by Clark and Chase (1972).

In contrast to the findings of Deschamps et al. (2015), these results argue against the ‘simple hypothesis’
for how Math statements might be processed; processing quasi-algebraic inequalities seems more like the
processing of natural language found in earlier studies. This isn’t entirely surprising; an equally plausible
hypothesis to the ‘simple’ one we explored is that participants understand the math statements in terms of
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natural language translations like A is greater/less than B.9

What could explain why the English results did not look like the results for Math? One possibility, again
considering the discussion in Clark and Chase (1972), is that our speeded task involves a different sort of
processing for English than for their Math correspondents. One line of inquiry is suggested by considering the
results that those authors found testing sentences with above and below in a Picture-to-Sentence verification
task, as in Figure 5.
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Figure 5: Results of Clark and Chase’s (1972) Picture-to-Sentence verification task with above (positive) and
below (negative), modeled after the presentation in Clark et al. 1973.

On the surface, the “Sentence-First” processing model in (9) and a “Picture-First” model should not look
all that different; Stage 1 in a Picture-First model would involve forming a representation of the picture,
and Stage 2 forming a representation of the sentence, as opposed to vice versa. Yet, Clark and Chase (1972)
crucially assumed that, absent a linguistic cue, there was a default, positive encoding of a scene; when there
was a linguistic cue, the encoding of the sentence would itself impact how the picture is encoded.

That is, the “Sentence-First” model assumes that the representation of the sentence formed during Stage
1 impacts how the picture is encoded during Stage 2. In their study involving above and below, Clark
and Chase assumed that given a sentence specified with above, the picture will be encoded in terms of the
matching above relation, and given a sentence specified with below, the picture will be encoded with the
matching below relation (assumed to have some kind of ‘negative feature’). Increased latencies for polarity
are seen to arise due to the negative feature on below (a - Below time), and for congruence due to the
mismatching subjects (b - Falsification time). An instance of this type of processing is shown schematically
in (12).

(12) “Sentence-First” processing for a negative incongruent trial, Clark & Chase 1972

a. Stage 1: Read A is below B ⇒ below(A,B) +a

b. Stage 2: See picture of A above B ⇒ below(B,A)

c. Stage 3: Are A and B in the same position in the relation? ⇒ No +b

d. Stage 4: Respond with button press +t0

The major surface difference between this model and the “Picture-First” model is the latter’s assumption
of a default, positive encoding of the picture at Stage 1, which is then checked against whatever the sentence

9The quasi-algebraic expressions tested in Deschamps et al. (2015) consisted of blue and yellow squares on both sides of the
> and < operators. Such representations might be less likely to be translated into natural language than A > B and A < B,
potentially accounting for the differences between our study and theirs.
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encoding is. The default encoding in Clark and Chase’s experiment is specified in terms of above. In cases
where the sentence and the picture encodings don’t immediately match (i.e. whenever it is not the case that
the encoding of the picture is above(A,B) and the sentence is A is above B), one will have to transform
the sentence to put it in a format that the comparison operations can understand.

Importantly, our Experiment 1 differs from these earlier studies in that we imposed a 200ms viewing time
for the picture, a threshold more often imposed in contemporary experiments (see Section 2.2). It is possible
that the ‘preference’ to encode visual scenes in positive terms manifests as a necessity under this kind of
time pressure given that it takes approximately 200ms to initiate a regular saccade movement in response
to a stimulus (Carpenter 1977, Allopenna et al. 1998).

Thus, there may be a way of thinking about the processing demands imposed in the present task which
is relevant to predicting the differences between the English and Math sub-experiments. Suppose that the
scene is always encoded positively under the 200ms time pressure, and that encoding a statement negatively
always imposes its own cost (x). Assume that there is an additional ‘check’ imposed for matching English
with the picture on whether the subject of the sentence corresponds to the first position of the (positive)
relation encoded by vision (y).10 Along with the cost of congruence (z), the sum of the processing costs
would be as in (13) for one type of trial.

(13) English negative incongruent trial

a. language: er(little(tall(A)), little(tall(B)))

b. vision: er(tall(A),tall(B))

c. unmarked English form? No. +x

d. subjects match? Yes.

e. congruent representations? No. +z

f. Respond with button press +t0

If one applies this reasoning to each of the conditions of the English sub-experiment, we might predict
the relative magnitudes of the effects that we found (positive congruent t0, positive incongruent t0 + y + z,
negative congruent t0 +x+y, negative incongruent t0 +x+z). In contrast, if the Math task imposes no such
‘check’ on whether the ‘subject’ of the statement corresponds to the first position of the (positively-encoded)
visual representation, we might predict the relative magnitudes we found there as well (positive congruent
t0, positive incongruent t0 + z, negative congruent t0 + x, negative incongruent t0 + x+ z).

Of course, this is a post-hoc analysis, and it remains unclear why checking the match for ‘subject’ would
differ betweeen English and math statements in this task (apart from the fact that statements like A > B
might not necessitate a notion of ‘subject’). However, we do observe a clear difference between English and
math, and it is possible that probing the effects of this type of task on processing with different types of
statements could provide new insight into how statements are matched with pictures, and why this might
differ across ‘languages’.

Regardless, limiting participants to 200ms has an important effect on the task demands, at least in the
case of sentence-to-picture matching with natural language. We have suggested that, in this case, participants
rely on a bias to positively-encode a scene in order to actually perform the task under these pressures. In
the next experiment, we design a very similar task, but do not impose such stringent restrictions on how
long participants have to view the scene.

4 Experiment 2: Polish sentence-picture matching

We test the predictions of decompositional analyses of negative comparatives in Polish, contrasting this
with the processing of math statements. Polish wyższe niż and niższe niż comparatives have a very similar

10Clark and Chase 1972 point to studies by Huttenlocher 1969 and Clark 1969a,b for evidence that the ‘theme/rheme’
distinction is important in these tasks, which is reflected in the specific type of comparison operation that Clark and Chase
posit for Stage 3, shown in (12).
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underlying syntactic structure to those of English (Pancheva 2006), and thus will provide an interesting test
for the cross-linguistic robustness of the decompositional proposals so far offered explicitly only for English.
Additionally, in this study we allowed participants ample time (up to 4 seconds) to view the image, a design
which is more consonant with early cognitive psychology studies.

4.1 Design & procedure

We conducted a sentence-to-picture verification task like Experiment 1, in a two-2x2 design according to
linguistic (Polish) and non-linguistic (Math) statements. As before, participants were presented with the
statement, followed by a picture, and asked to judge whether the statement “matched” the picture.

Also as in Experiment 1, for each of the Polish and math sub-designs we manipulated polarity (positive,
negative) and congruence (congruent, incongruent). The 8 statements we tested, sorted by the levels of
these factors, are shown in Table 2. Participants were presented with images very much like those presented
above in Figure 1, except that the two lines were spaced further apart (see below).

Polish Math

Positive A jest wyższe niż B, B jest wyższe niż A A > B, B > A
Negative A jest niższe niż B, B jest niższe niż A A < B, B < A

Table 2: Polish and Math statements used in Experiment 2.

Stimuli. 20 pictures featuring two lines marked A and B were paired with the 8 statements in Table 2 for
a total of 80 pairings. This is half of the number of pairings featured in Experiment 1 in order to keep the
time required to complete the experiment under 20 minutes. Each of the 8 conditions was presented with 10
of the 20 pictures in an alternating fashion (counterbalancing how many images of the shorter length 28px
and 42px were presented, and in how many of them the line labeled A or the line labeled B was longer). As
in Experiment 1, the shorter line appeared in one of two sizes (24 or 42 pixels), and differed from the longer
line by one of five different length ratios (.5, .75, .833, .875). The distance between the two lines was 700
pixels, substantially larger than in Experiment 1. This was in order to facilitate tracking of participants’
eye-movements during picture verification, and to prevent encoding the scene solely using peripheral vision.
In this paper, we report the behavioral data only.

Procedure. The experiment was run on a Windows PC connected to the SR Research EyeLink 1000 Plus
eye-tracker. The participants were first presented with the printout of the instructions and the experimenter
answered any questions. Participants then saw the same instructions on the screen followed by a practice
session with trial structure parallel to the experimental trials but with different statements and pictures. In
a trial, a statement was presented until button press, followed by a picture displayed for up to 4s. During the
display of the picture participants’ eye-movements were tracked (we do not report the eye-movement data
in this paper). Participants pressed the left button on the response box when they decided that the picture
matched the sentence, and the right button when they decided that it did not. Accuracy was encouraged
by an auditory signal in case of a wrong response. When a response was recorded, or no reponse was made
during the 4s second window, the picture disappeared and a new trial began. Each sentence display and each
picture display was preceeded by a 1s pause followed by a fixation point (during which drift-correction was
performed). Trials were organized into 4 blocks, each defined by one combination of linguistic/non-linguistic
statements and polarity. Block order and trial order within blocks was pseudo-randomized (no more than
three trials of the same type consecutively). After each block participants were able to take a short break.
The experiment took approximately 20 minutes to complete.

Instructions to participants. The Polish instructions given to participants are presented below translated
into English. Unlike in the previous study, we explicitly indicated that participants should attempt to make
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their judgment as accurately (as opposed to as quickly) as possible.

Welcome and thank you for your participation in our experiment!

Your task is to read short sentences and mathematical expressions and to decide if they match
the pictures. The accuracy of your responses matters. Before the experiment, there will be a
practice session, where you will see some examples.

We begin with the process of CALIBRATION: You will see a black point. Look at its white
center. The point will be appearing in a different locations. Track the point.

When calibration is successful, we begin the practice session. First, you will see a cross. Look
at its center. Next, the text will appear. When you read it, press the bottom button. You will
then see a point. Look at its center. Now the picture will appear. Decide whether the picture
matches the text.

If it does, press the LEFT button for YES.

If it doesn’t, press the RIGHT button for NO.

Do the same for the following pairs of text and pictures.

The accuracy of your responses matters. If you make a mistake, you cannot go back or repeat.

Are you ready for calibration and practice session? Press the bottom button to begin.

Participants. 32 participants were recruited from the University of Wroc law, Poland. One participant was
excluded due to calibration failures. Participants received a payment equivalent to 9 EUR for participation.

4.2 Predictions

We assumed the decompositional analysis as extended to Polish negative comparatives, and that simple
Math statements would be processed similarly. We again test the predictions of the Sentence-First model of
Clark and Chase 1972, and discuss these separately for the Polish and Math sub-experiments.

Linguistic stimuli (Polish). In Experiment 1, the pattern of RTs for English was different than that
predicted by the Sentence-First model. We speculated in Section 2.2 that this was due to the 200ms time
window in which participants had to view the picture, which seems to have selectively impacted the processing
of natural language. A 200ms constraint on the presentation time prevents the initiation of a saccades in
response to an unexpected stimulus (Carpenter 1977, Allopenna et al. 1998), and thus may have contributed
to this pattern. With a 4s window for viewing the picture, as in this experiment and in those reported in
previous literature, the predictions of Clark and Chase’s (1972) model of Sentence-to-Picture verification
should unambiguously apply in this case. Moreover, since the Polish comparative sentences in Table 2 are
compatible with the same syntactic and semantic analyses as their English counterparts in Table 1, any
such effects can be attributed to decomposition. Thus, we predicted a main effect of polarity, with longer
RTs corresponding to the processing of the two instances of little. We also predicted a main effect of
congruence—whether the statement was true of the picture. As in the earlier studies reported in the
literature, we expect additive effects of these two factors (no interaction).

Non-linguistic stimuli (Math). If the processing of Math statements in Experiment 1 was reflective of
the processing of such statements regardless of the viewing time for the picture, we expected to replicate
the main effects of polarity and congruence. If the restricted viewing time did have an impact, the
predictions here are less clear.

4.3 Analyses & exclusions

Similar to Experiment 1, all results we report reflect mixed effects model comparisons with maximal random
effects structure. We applied the same exclusionary criteria on observations; however, because for all data
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points no RT was less than 200 ms, no data were excluded on this basis. There were 14 missed responses, all
of which were discarded. Out of all 2480 observations collected for this experiment, a total of 14 observations
were discarded which accounted for approximately .57% of the data. As with the previous experiment, results
for RT measures are plotted and reported in log space, but also reported in milliseconds (ms) in the prose
for ease of interpretation. The code used to instantiate each model is provided where first referenced.

4.4 Results: RTs

We report the results of linear mixed effects regressions on the Polish and Math RT data. The results are
presented graphically in Figure 6.
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Figure 6: Mean log RTs and SEs by polarity and congruence for the linguistic (Polish) and non-linguistic
(Math) sub-experiments of Experiment 2.

4.4.1 Linguistic conditions (Polish)

Analyses11, revealed main effect of polarity (means: negative 7.14, positive 7.09, β = −.06, SE = .02,
χ2 = 7.48, p < .01) in the predicted direction: the negative conditions took longer to evaluate overall (means,
in ms: negative 1384.83ms, positive 1340.55ms).

In contrast to the English RT data, there was a robust main effect of congruence (means: congruent
7.06, incongruent 7.17, β = −.11, SE = .02, χ2 = 18.17, p < .01), in accord with our predictions: a state-
ment’s truth or falsity with respect to its accompanying picture made a substantial difference to verification
response latency (means, in ms: congruent 1279.27ms, incongruent 1446.11ms).

11The maximal model for the Polish RT data: lmer(logRT ∼ PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode + (1 +
PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode||subject) + (1 + PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode||item), data = data,REML =
FALSE, lmerControl(optimizer = “bobyqa′′))
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We found no interaction of polarity and congruence (β = −.08, SE = .09, χ2 = .77, p > .1); RTs
in the positive congruent condition were faster than in the negative congruent condition (means: negative
7.10, positive 7.01; means, in ms: negative 1317.54ms, positive 1241.36ms), while there was little difference
in processing time between the negative and positive incongruent conditions (means: negative 7.18, positive
7.16; means, in ms: negative 1451.46ms, positive 1440.71ms).

4.4.2 Non-linguistic stimuli (Math)

Analyses12 revealed a robust main effect of polarity (means: negative 7.22, positive 7.12, β = −.09,
SE = .02, χ2 = 23.23, p < .01): the negative conditions took longer to process than the positive conditions
(means, in ms: negative 1524.02ms, positive 1377.45ms). This result is similar to the results for math in our
Experiment 1, and also stand in contrast to the results reported in Deschamps et al. (2015),

We also found a robust main effect of congruence (means: congruent 7.09, incongruent 7.25, β = −.16,
SE = .02, χ2 = 71.40, p < .01): the incongruent conditions had longer associated RTs than the congruent
conditions (means, in ms: congruent 1328.17ms, incongruent 1573.53ms).

We found no interaction between these two factors (β = −.05, SE = .09, χ2 = .32, p > .1). RTs in
the positive congruent condition were marginally faster than in the negative congruent condition (means:
negative 7.15, positive 7.03; means, in ms: negative 1405.18ms, positive 1251.17ms); similarly, RTs in the
positive incongruent condition were marginally faster than in the negative incongruent condition (means:
negative 7.29, positive 7.22; means, in ms: negative 1645.22ms, positive 1501.38ms).

4.5 Results: accuracy

Similar to Experiment 1, we assessed response accuracy via mixed effects logistic regression model compar-
isons. The results for mean response accuracy summarized by participant by condition for both linguistic
and non-linguistic statements are presented in Figure 7.

4.5.1 Linguistic conditions (Polish)

Analyses13 revealed a main effect of polarity (means: negative 96.1%, positive 98.7%, β = 1.12, SE = .46,
χ2 = 5.32, p = .02), in which accuracy was lower in the negative conditions than in the positive conditions.

We found no effect of congruence here (means: congruent 96.6%, incongruent 98.2%, β = −.63,
SE = .48, χ2 = 1.64, p > .1): a statement’s veracity with respect to its accompanying picture made little
difference to response accuracy.

No interaction was found between polarity and congruence (β = .28, SE = .95, χ2 = .09, p > .1);
accuracy was lower in the negative congruent conditions than in the positive congruent conditions (means:
negative 94.8%, positive 98.4%). The same was observed in the negative and positive incongruent conditions
(means: negative 97.4%, positive 99.0%).

4.5.2 Non-linguistic conditions (Math)

Analyses14 revealed no main effect of polarity (means: negative 95.8%, positive 97.7%, β = .56, SE = .38,
χ2 = 2.25, p > .1): there was little difference in accuracy between the negative and positive conditions.

We likewise report no main effect of congruence on accuracy (means: congruent 95.6%, incongruent
97.9%, β = −.68, SE = .41, χ2 = 2.65, p > .1). Whether the statement matched the picture made little
difference to average response accuracy.

12The maximal model for math RT data (note: no random effects for slopes): lmer(logRT ∼ PolarityCode ∗
CongruenceCode + (1|subject) + (1|item), data = data,REML = FALSE, lmerControl(optimizer = “bobyqa′′))

13glmer(ResponseAccuracy ∼ PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode + (1 + PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode||subject) + (1 +
PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode||item), data = data, family = binomial, glmerControl(optimizer = “bobyqa′′))

14glmer(ResponseAccuracy ∼ PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode + (1 + PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode||subject) + (1 +
PolarityCode ∗ CongruenceCode||item), data = data, family = binomial, glmerControl(optimizer = “bobyqa′′))
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Figure 7: Mean subject accuracy and SE by polarity and congruence for the linguistic (Polish) and
non-linguistic (Math) sub-experiments of Experiment 2.

No interaction was found between polarity and congruence (β = .80, SE = .88, χ2 = .83, p > .1);
accuracy was lower in the negative congruent condition than in the positive congruent condition (means:
negative 93.8%, positive 97.4%), which was also observed in the negative and positive incongruent conditions
(means: negative 97.7%, positive 98.0%).

4.6 Discussion

In Experiment 2, we found that negative Polish statements took longer to process than their positive coun-
terparts. In contrast to the English sub-experiment of Experiment 1, we found RT effects of congruence with
Polish. No interaction was found between polarity and congruence: effects of both factors appeared to
be independent and additive, as predicted by the Sentence-First model of Clark and Chase (1972). In terms
of accuracy, we found a main effect of polarity, but no effect of congruence, and no interaction between
these factors. Overall, accuracy appeared to pattern inversely with response latency. These results are in
line with Clark and Chase (1972) and Trabasso et al. (1971).

In the Math sub-experiment of Experiment 2, we found main effects of both polarity and congruence,
with no interaction between these factors. Mean accuracy tended to be lowest in the negative and congruent
conditions overall. These results provide further evidence against the ‘simple hypothesis’ concerning how
Math statements might be processed (cf. Deschamps et al. 2015).

There were two major differences between this experiment and Experiment 1: the length of viewing time
for the picture, and an emphasis on accuracy over speed. Both of these parameters are consistent with those
reported for the Sentence-to-Picture verification task of Clark and Chase (1972). Under these conditions,
the predictions of the Sentence-First model are met. Perhaps surprisingly, they are met both in a task using
natural language (Polish) and apparently non-linguistic statements (Math).
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5 Conclusion

We have considered the processing of positive and negative adjectival comparatives in English and Polish, in
contrast to analogous quasi-mathematical statements. We drew an explicit link between the decompositional
analysis proposed by Büring (2007) and the additive effects on response latencies in simple tasks presented
primarily in Clark and Chase (1972). Our results are predicted by decompositional analyses of shorter versus
taller, given the linking hypotheses we have assumed. If the posited decoposed forms are reflective of speakers’
semantic representations of positive and negative comparatives, and if comparing those representations
to visual inputs involves additional symbolic manipulation whenever the representations mismatch, the
predictions (and our results) follow straightforwardly.

One of the specific costs of processing shorter/niższe comparatives over taller/wyższe comparatives can
be seen to reflect the cost of computing (shown here for A, but equally well for B) little(tall(A)) over
tall(A). However, this cost is reflected at the point of making the judgment, after participants view the
scene. How can we conceptualize this pattern? If we assume that scenes are essentially represented in
positive terms (contra Clark and Chase 1972, who held that they could sometimes be encoded negatively, if
preceded by a negative sentence), we can imagine that the cost reflects one of comparing representations in
canonical (positive) form.

(14) a. Language: A is shorter than B.
lg⇒ er(little(tall(A)), little(tall(B)))

b. Vision: (a line marked A is longer than a line marked B)
vis⇒ er(tall(A),tall(B))

c. Language representation in canonical form? No.

er(little(tall(A)), little(tall(B)))
lg⇒ er(tall(B),tall(A)) ‘Below time’

d. Representations match? No. ‘Falsification time’

Such a picture crucially involves the assumption that perceptual events are interpreted into a kind of
representation that is ‘written’ in the same format as the semantic representations of sentences (Clark et al.
1973, Carpenter 1974). If semantic representations have a propositional format, then it must be possible to
interpret the things we see into a similar format to feed later comparison operations. It has been suggested
that the manipulation of such symbolic representations is reflected in the time it takes to initiate a response
given visual input (Just and Carpenter 1971), as well as by the pattern and duration of eye fixations during
tasks involving visual input (Just 1974). This paper has supported this pattern for temporal duration; the
question of eye movements will be of particular interest for future research.

The results of our Experiment 1 for English raised some questions about this model. There, we saw that
the pattern of response latencies for English were different from those for Math, and different again from
the predictions of the “Sentence-First” model. In Section 3.6, we speculated that these results reflected an
additional cost imposed under the time pressure, specifically involving checking whether the entities in the
two positions of the linguistically- and visually-derived er relations were the same. Incorporating such a
cost into the processing model helped to predict the pattern we observed for English in that experiment, but
it does not explain why it was not observed for Math under the same conditions. We leave the development
of these ideas for future research.

We also observed that the predictions of the ‘simple’ hypothesis for how math statements would be
processed was not borne out. In two tasks with very different task demands, and very different populations
of speakers, we consistently observed patterns of response latency and accuracy that matched the predictions
of the Sentence-First model for matching natural language and pictures. A possible hypothesis about why
this pattern was observed, briefly entertained in Section 3.6, is that participants may have been ‘translating’
the math statements into their natural language during the initial processing of the statement. If so, we
might expect that participants would spend more time on the statement screen for math statements than for
sentences. To explore this idea, we conducted a post-hoc independent samples t-test on the length of time
participants spent reading the statement before pressing spacebar to advance to the picture in Experiment
1.15 This comparison was not significant (t(1199) = .075, p = .9). Thus, if math statements required an

15These data were not collected for Experiment 2 due to a programming error.
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up-front additional cost for translation, it was not reflected in reading times.
This study leaves open the question of whether our data could not have been accounted for by positing

a non-decompositional analysis in the first place, for instance that posited by Kennedy (2001). Given the
other assumptions we made, such a view would harken back to the early cognitive psychology literature, in
which what was responsible for the additional processing cost of negation was some sort of linguistic ‘negative
feature’. While such an approach, once spelled out, might be consistent with our findings, we do not think
that it will help to shed additional light on the processing of comparing sentences with pictures. In contrast,
linking decomposition and processing suggests a number of interesting avenues for explicit research into the
nature of these processes, and which may feedback into our understanding of linguistic representation and
computation more broadly.

One avenue that could be particularly fertile involves links between processing and linguistic typology. It
is well-known that negation is ‘special’ in language, and one vexing question that has yet to be resolved is why
it is so special. We have begun to suggest a view on which negative forms are ‘non-canonical’, while those of
other cognitive systems may be ‘canonical’—at least in the mental language in which these representations are
compared with those derived from other information sources. Comparing or interfacing representations across
domains may require transformations of the non-canonical representations into canonical representations,
which is costly. If linguistic forms are furthermore required to be ‘transparent’ to non-linguistic cognition,
then it seems that negative elements will be very costly indeed. Two areas stand out as ripe for further
investigation along these lines.

Horn (1972) discusses the fact that of the four corners of the Aristotelian Square of Opposition, only three
are found as distinct lexical items across languages: an existential (some), a universal (all), and a negative
existential (none). The fourth member of the set—a quantificational determiner equivalent in meaning to the
phrasal form not all in English—-never appears as a lexical item. Beyond the quantificational determiners,
Bobaljik (2012) notes that no language, in the over 300 languages that he surveyed, features a synthetic
comparative of inferiority. This gap is exemplified in the following examples, with the unattested meanings
incorporating elements of the Büring and Heim’s semantics for less.

(15) a. Mary is smart-er than Bill. ⇒ er(smart(M), smart(B)) attested

b. * Bill is smart-le than Mary. ⇒ er(little(smart(B)), little(smart(M))) unattested

Why should these typological gaps exist? Perhaps they reflect constraints on ‘how much meaning’ can
be bundled into a single morpheme (Dunbar and Wellwood to appear), or on ‘how much non-transparency’
is permitted at the language-cognition interface. More broadly, the requirement for a ‘transparent’ interface
might require that the smallest meaningful pieces are alignable in a regular way with representations and
processes in non-linguistic cognition. Thus, evidence from processing could provide new insight into what
those smallest pieces are, by looking at the kinds, and amount, of information recruited during linguistic
understanding.
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